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▏ Chemical Safety

1 How to Turn Information into Action
2 Why Hazards Are Easier than Chemicals
3 How Data Can Reduce Your Workload
4 Case Study – From WHMIS to Chemical Safety
5 Chemical Safety – Steps You Can Take Now

About the presenter
Rob Hallsworth

▏ CO-FOUNDER RILLEA TECHNOLOGIES INC.
Rob brings his experience as a Professional Engineer, Supervisor,
Manager and Executive to the entrepreneurial world as a co-Founder
of Rillea Technologies. For over 30 years he has helped organizations
reduce workplace injuries, improve product quality, lower costs and
increase output. The keys to these improvements have been his natural
curiosity, measuring what matters and outlining activities to improve
performance in a clear and simple way.
At Rillea, Rob’s ability to cut to the chase has been instrumental in
developing the revolutionary software that takes complex regulations,
an overabundance of paperwork, and opaque scientific jargon and
creates simple, actionable information for Managers, Supervisors and
Workers.
Within its broad customer base (educational, manufacturing, medical,
municipal and research organizations) Rillea has demonstrated that
significant improvements in chemical safety can be made by providing
clear information and simple instructions.

CONTACT INFO
Rob Hallsworth,
Co-Founder Rillea Technologies Inc.

rilleatechnologies.com
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How to Turn Information into Action

▏ Chemical Safety

NOTES:
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Chemical Safety – Steps You Can Take Now

▏ Chemical Safety

Focus on 3
Key Employer
Responsibilities

Triage
Your Hazards

Eliminate/Substitute
Graffiti Remover 1

Graffiti Remover 2

NOTES:
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Chemical Safety – Steps You Can Take Now

Why Empowerment
Doesn’t Work

▏ Chemical Safety

1
2
3
4

Use Data The “Dirty Dozen”
Causes serious eye damage
Extremely flammable aerosol
May be fatal if swallowed and enters airways
Causes severe skin burns
Causes damage to organs*
Highly flammable liquid and vapour
May cause cancer

Identify
Common Controls

NOTES:
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▏ Chemical Safety

Rillea Technologies Inc.

We’ve built our knowledge of chemical safety, Canadian regulations and operations
through decades of work in high-risk environments. We’ve combined the best chemical
handling practices of Rillea Technologies with an accessible, intuitive and intelligent
digital tool – SDS RiskAssist™.
SDS RiskAssist™ digitizes safety data sheets & instantly re-orders the data the way a
safety consultant would so that you can make informed decisions about chemicals
management. It also compares your chemical collection to regulations so that you can
quickly assess where your biggest risks are. Company directives can easily be added to
1-page summaries and communicated clearly to employees via the SDS RiskAssist™
web app, when and where they need it.

Our Vision:

Enable people and the planet to prosper by enjoying the benefits of chemicals
while avoiding the collateral damage to workers and the environment.

Rob Hallsworth, Co-Founder Rillea Technologies Inc.
rilleatechnologies.com

Watch the CSSE website for the 2020 webinar schedule

COMING SOON!

NEW WEBINARS FOR 2020
#cssewebinars or CLICK HERE
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